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Darjeeling First Flush 2020
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description

The Monteviot Garden is located in the 
southern Kurseong valley of Darjeeling and 
was founded in 1856. The leaves‘ intense 
green color with silvery tips indicates 
its fresh, soft and flowery temper. Full 
aromatic body with floral touches and a light 
sweetness.# 2020-1   

PU 2.5 kg original case 4-5 min. 

203-212°F  

1 level tsp. / 6 oz. serving

new
organic

Black Tea · Darjeeling

Monteviot DJ1/20 Monteviot DJ1/20 
FTGFOP1FTGFOP1

key facts

Altitude: approx. 1,700 m

Leaf: medium-sized, dark Sinensis leaf with many tips

Infusion: olive-green, fragrant

Cup: light amber color

Flavor: fresh, flowery, mild sweetness

Dear Tea Lovers and Friends,

Just before the shutdown in India, we were able to secure some very excellent first flush Darjeelings. We 
are delighted to announce that they are now arriving in our Hamburg warehouse and we are ready to take 

your special orders for express delivery to the US!

*** Please order by JULY 3rd, 2020, for mid-July delivery! ***
Limited quantities available!

Supply of first class Darjeelings will be very limited this year due to the long shutdown in the origin and 
prices are expected to be higher for the few good batches that were produced before there was a complete 

standstill.

However, we can also report some good news concerning the first flush season 2020. The prevailing we-
ather conditions were ideal, there was sufficient precipitation in the weeks prior to the harvest and it was 
only marginally cooler in some regions. The quality of the teas we received from the selected plantations 

is just like we hoped for. 

Please see below for a detailed description on each specialty and look forward to enjoying your first cup 
of freshly picked Darjeeling this year!

Sincerely, 

Your Dethlefsen & Balk Team



description

Poobong, founded in 1913, means “Valley 
behind the clouds”. While its size is neglecta-
ble in comparison to other gardens, its 
quality is striking. 

# 18214   
PU 1 box of 2 kg 4-5 min. 

203-212°F  

1 level tsp. / 6 oz. serving

new
organic

Black Tea · Darjeeling

Poobong DJ1/20 Poobong DJ1/20 
SFTGFOP1SFTGFOP1

key facts

Altitude: 1,00 - 1,500 m

Leaf: medium-large, dark, slightly twisted leaf with tips

Infusion: light green, flowery scent, nice leaf structure

Cup: brilliant, light brass color

Flavor: fresh, smooth with hints of fruit

description

The tea garden Avongrove lies within a 
picturesque countryside with view of the 
river Balasun. A large portion of China and 
China Clonal shrubs forms the base for fresh, 
lightly flowery first flush teas.

 # 18215   
PU 1 box of 2 kg 4-5 min. 

203-212°F  

1 level tsp. / 6 oz. serving

new
organic

Black Tea · Darjeeling

avongrove DJ1/20 avongrove DJ1/20 
FTGFOP1FTGFOP1

key facts

Altitude: 1.200 - 1.800 m

Leaf: light green, medium-sized, slightly open leaf, silvery tips

Infusion: brilliant green, fresh

Cup: clear, lighly golden colored

Flavor: flowery, vibrant, fresh

description

Located at the foot of the Himalaya Moun-
tains, this tea plantation was founded some 
130 years ago by a German missionary and 
is, thus, one of the eldest tea plantations in 
Darjeeling, producing finest organic teas.

# 10327   
PU 1 bag of 10 kg 4-5 min. 

203-212°F  

1 level tsp. / 6 oz. serving

new
organic

Black Tea · Darjeeling

steinthal EX1/20 steinthal EX1/20 
SFTGFOP1SFTGFOP1

key facts

Altitude: 1,300 to 1,900 m

Leaf: wiry, long, Oolong-like leaf, some silvery tips

Infusion: olive-green, muscatel

Cup: golden shining

Flavor: smooth, floral with a pleasant sweetness

# 10327-1   
PU 1 kg

This offer is based on our general and special terms of sale and is valid as long as stocks last.  
Prices are net per kg and non-discountable. 
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